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Weathered Oak Vintage

Bring your  
living room
outside



Discover
the beauty of outdoor living

Because we believe that there is nothing as beautiful  

as the appearance of wood’s natural grain, we’ve spent 

years perfecting an outdoor alternative that’s just as 

attractive as the real thing, without the flaws of  

natural products.

Within these pages, you’re invited to discover the 

Millboard collection in all its glory, from our stunning 

weathered creations that capture the character of 

hundred-year-old oak, to a contemporary burned-

effect design, coastal-inspired looks and beyond.

Plus you’ll also find outdoor inspiration to help you 

enjoy your space in style all year round.

#LiveLifeOutside

Millboard Carbonised Embered
Enhanced Grain - Limed Oak



Where even the highest quality hardwood can warp, 

fade and quickly lose its original appeal over time, 

Millboard is crafted using a composite, designed for 

outdoor conditions. Made from Lastane®, the textured 

top surface creates a resilient, virtually maintenance-

free layer, designed to resist algae and prevent 

slipping, even in wet conditions.

Beneath this durable top layer lies a wood-free 

polymer resin core, reinforced with fibre for extra 

strength and durability, which means that it won’t 

expand or contract, warp or rot, like timber or 

composites made using wood. And because Millboard 

is made in Britain using innovative techniques, 

it’s also eco-friendly too.

What is Millboard?
Millboard® combines the natural beauty of real timber with the 

high performance of our unique wood-free material.

The dual-tone 
Lastane® surface 
is hand tinted using 
pigments designed 
to resist fading and 
sun damage.

Millboard is wood-free  
and non-porous, which 
means high resistance to 
algae growth and excellent 
anti-slip properties.

The unique 
Lastane® layer 
resists scratches 
and stains and 

is designed 
to withstand 

demanding outdoor 
environments.

Millboard  is solid, 
not hollow, meaning 
it’s strong and won’t 
warp or rot like wood.

The structural core 
is a blend of natural 

minerals bonded 
in a polymer resin 
with long fibre 

reinforcement for 
added strength and 

durability.

Our unique ‘cellular’ 
internal structure 
reduces weight while 
maintaining strength.
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Millboard Carbonised Emberred



Made in Britain.

The distinctive look of Millboard 

takes skill, impeccable attention to 

detail and patience to achieve. 

The journey begins with real 

timber, which we source from the 

local area and carefully select by 

hand, paying particular attention 

to the subtle nuances of the natural 

grain. These timbers are then used 

to create the moulds for Millboard, 

enabling us to replicate the natural 

character of the original wood in 

our unique composite material.

Now our team of craftsmen can 

get to work transforming the 

raw Millboard into the designs for 

our collections. 

To recreate the authentic look 

of hardwood, we carefully 

match the colour, using multiple 

tinted hues for depth and subtle 

variation, ageing and weathering. 

The beautiful, finished Millboard is 

just like the real thing, but made to 

last for years to come.

Designed in Britain.

Because we truly believe that British craftsmanship is 

amongst the world’s finest, every Millboard is expertly 

designed and made by our team in Warwickshire.
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ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001, 
OHSAS 18001

Certificate Number 13959
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Millboard
Enhanced Grain

Limed Oak
MDE176L

Smoked Oak
MDE176D

Millboard 
Carbonised

Millboard Fascia 
and Edging

Fascia 

Bullnose 

Square Edge 

Jarrah
MDE176J

Charred
MDE176E

Golden Oak
MDE176G

Embered
MDW200E

Coppered Oak
MDE176C
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Millboard  
Weathered Oak

Millboard 
Lasta-Grip®

Plas-pro  
sub frame

Driftwood
MDW200D

Coppered Oak
MDL200C

Golden Oak
MDL200G

Vintage Oak
MDW200V

The Millboard Collection 

Plas-pro post  

P1010B300

Plas-pro joist
P0505240

Plas-pro bearer / joist

P1205B300 
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Millboard 
Enhanced 
Grain

See Page 10.

Code Colour Sizes available Fixing Type Coverage inc 4mm gap

MILDECECO
MILDECEGO
MILDECEJA
MILDECELO
MILDECESO
MILDECCH

Coppered Oak
Golden Oak
Jarrah
Limed Oak
Smoked Oak
Carbonised Charred

176mm Wide 
x 32mm Thick 
x 3600mm Length

Durafix 1.54 boards 
per m2 installed

Millboard 
Weathered 
Oak
See Page 18.

Code Colour Sizes available Fixing Type Coverage inc 4mm gap

MILDECWVI
MILDECWDR
MILDECWEM

Vintage
Driftwood
Carbonised Emberred

200mm Wide 
x 32mm Thick 
x 3200mm Length

Durafix 1.54 boards 
per m2 installed

Millboard
Square
Step Edging
& Bullnose

See Page 30.

Code Colour Sizes available Fixing Type Coverage inc 4mm gap

MILBUL3CO
MILBUL3GO
MILBUL3JA
MILBUL3LO
MILBUL3SO
MILBUL3CH
MILBUL3VI

Coppered Oak
Golden Oak
Jarrah
Limed Oak
Smoked / Driftwood
Carbonised
Vintage

50mm Wide 
x 33mm Thick 
x 3200mm Length

Durafix n/a

Millboard
Fascia
Boards

See Page 34.

Code Colour Sizes available Fixing Type Coverage inc 4mm gap

MILBUL3CO
MILBUL3GO
MILBUL3JA
MILBUL3LO
MILBUL3SO
MILBUL3CH
MILBUL3VI

Coppered Oak
Golden Oak
Jarrah
Limed Oak
Smoked / Driftwood
Carbonised
Vintage

146mm Wide 
x 16mm Thick 
x 3200mm Length

Durafix n/a
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Millboard
Enhanced
Grain

Moulded from planed timber for a textured  

slip resistant look and feel, our Enhanced Grain  

collection recreates the subtle nuances that only 

natural wood can give. Each of the five  

shades showcases the grain beautifully. 

Board size: 176 x 3600 x 32mm

Available in five colours (see page 13)

Colour shown above: Golden Oak

ULTRA-LOW 
MAINTENANCE  

REQUIRES MINIMAL  
UP KEEP

www.millboard.co.uk                                                                                                                                     
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Enhanced Grain - Smoked Oak



Golden Oak

Coppered Oak

Jarrah

COMPLETE THE LOOK

SEE PAGE 29 FOR THE 
FINISHING TOUCHES TO 
MATCH YOUR MILLBOARD.

Take your pick from five 
authentic colours to suit your 
outdoor style.

Coppered Oak

Limed Oak

DOES NOT  
ROT OR WARP
LIKE TIMBER

Smoked Oak

@millboard
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Enhanced Grain - Jarrah

www.millboarddeck.com.au Call 1300 62 62 73

Stunning grey look decking
without the hassle...
Smoked Oak Enhance Grain.

The art of escapism
Inspiring ideas for creating an outdoor retreat

where you’ll want to linger a little longer.

Some like
it hot

You needn’t be naturally
green-fingered, or go on
holiday, to enjoy lush,
year-round surrounds. Some
tropical plant varieties are
actually easier to take care of
than our native British flora
and fauna, and their striking,
architectural leaves are high on
impact. Look out for hardy
palms, ferns and olives – great
for withstanding harsh winters.

When the sun
goes down

Rather than retreating indoors
after dark, transform your out-
door space into a light-filled,
open-air room. Dot candles
among shrubs, along the edge
of Millboard spaces and walls
to create atmosphere and
ambiance. Old jam jars make
a quick and quirky alternative
to tealight holders.

Take inspiration from
far-flung shores

With a few key accessories,
any space can take on a new
lease of life. Sculptural and
architectural planting can
create an atmospheric, exotic
feel, and it’s a look that’s
equally at home in large and
small spaces.

www.millboard.co.uk

Pin your millboard
outdoor retreat

Modern Elegance

Styled from the popular 
hardwood timber of the 

same name - Jarrah offers 
a vibrant and earthy red 

look . Hard to tell it 
apart from the

 real thing!
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Rich tone & 
warm colour.

Smoked Oak
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Enhanced Grain - Coppered Oak

Millboard
Weathered

Oak

Beautifully aged yet utterly timeless, our

handcrafted Weathered Oak collection is

moulded from 100-year-old reclaimed

weathered oak timber, creating a distinctive

worn look – without the wait.

Board size: 200mm x 3600mm x 32mm

Available in two colours: Vintage and Driftwood

Colour shown above: Vintage

Millboard Weathered Oak  |  17

INTRICATE NATURAL  

WOODGRAIN DETAIL

@millboard

Millboard Weathered Oak Vintage

Perfectly captures the 
look and feel of natural 
hardwood timber - 
Without the maintenace. 

The art of escapism
Inspiring ideas for creating an outdoor retreat

where you’ll want to linger a little longer.

Some like
it hot

You needn’t be naturally
green-fingered, or go on
holiday, to enjoy lush,
year-round surrounds. Some
tropical plant varieties are
actually easier to take care of
than our native British flora
and fauna, and their striking,
architectural leaves are high on
impact. Look out for hardy
palms, ferns and olives – great
for withstanding harsh winters.

When the sun
goes down

Rather than retreating indoors
after dark, transform your out-
door space into a light-filled,
open-air room. Dot candles
among shrubs, along the edge
of Millboard spaces and walls
to create atmosphere and
ambiance. Old jam jars make
a quick and quirky alternative
to tealight holders.

Take inspiration from
far-flung shores

With a few key accessories,
any space can take on a new
lease of life. Sculptural and
architectural planting can
create an atmospheric, exotic
feel, and it’s a look that’s
equally at home in large and
small spaces.

www.millboard.co.uk

Pin your millboard
outdoor retreat

Shadows cast over
Coppered Oak.

“

“
Bunbury Shire Council
Western Australia

We wanted a real timber looking 
deck that fitted with the natural 
surroundings and didnt require 
maintenance... This product has to 
be seen to be believed, you think 
you will get a splinter.

		

SPLINTER FREE

Enhanced Grain - Jarrah




